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1 People never stop asking questions about word origins, and publishers try to satisfy their
curiosity. Given the demand, most books on this subject are popular. Their authors are
usually amateurs who recycle the information from the easily available sources, including
the  Internet.  They  provide  entertainment,  disguised  by  a  veneering  of  scholarly
terminology.  In  the  mass  of  that  production,  one  occasionally  finds  condensed  one
volume etymological dictionaries by professionals whose goal, however, is to reach the
marked rather than explore the subject. Yet several countries still support serious work
on  new  etymological  dictionaries  of  the  Indo-European  languages.  The  field  is  not
uniform.  Some  lexicographers  attempt  to  trace  the  words  they  investigate  to  “the
beginning of time” :  they reconstruct protoforms with laryngeals,  pass over a host of
intermediate  stages,  and give few references  to  their  predecessors,  thereby reducing
polemic to a minimum. The opposite trend is represented by the scholars who realize that
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etymology requires both inspiration and an exhaustive knowledge of all hypotheses and
even guesses about the history of the words they include.
2 It happens only too often that dictionaries dismiss the user with a string of cognates (if
such are available) and the verdict “origin unknown.” This verdict can mean one of three
things : 1) the word emerged recently (as slang usually does) or long ago, but nothing at
all can be said about its past ; 2) several or even many mutually exclusive hypotheses
about the word exist, none of which sounds persuasive or even partly acceptable ; 3) a
good etymology has been offered, but the author of the dictionary is unaware of it.
3 Although the possibility of the third situation never occurs to the uninitiated, it need not
surprise the expert. Ideas about the derivation of words in well-explored languages can
be found, apart from special publications (whose number has increased exponentially
since the beginning and even the middle of the twentieth century), in chance footnotes,
so-called journals of general interest, fugitive (and long-forgotten) periodicals, and even
in books of fiction. Finally, researchers tend to neglect the oldest, outdated books,
without  realizing  that,  buried  in  a  heap  of  pseudo-scholarly  rubbish,  a  revealing
conjecture  may be  dormant  (I  am,  naturally,  speaking  from experience).  This  is  the
reason we constantly encounter the same valid or discarded proposals. Nor should we
forget  the  language barrier :  not  everybody can read all  languages.  Among linguists,
polyglots are relatively rare, for the likes of Meillet are born once in a hundred years at
best.
4 Etymological  dictionaries  with  near-exhaustive  bibliographical  references  have  been
written for several languages, notably for Latin, French, Gothic, and partly for Sanskrit,
Classical Greek, and Old Icelandic. Brave attempts in this direction have also been made in
the field of Slavic : for Russian by Alexander Preobrazhenskii about a century ago and
later by Max Vasmer, whose fundamental work appeared in 1953. In 1974, a multivolume
comparative  etymological  dictionary  of  Slavic  was  launched  in  Moscow. Forty  slim
volumes have appeared ; by 2017 it had reached the beginning of the letter P. Vasmer’s
dictionary has been translated from German into Russian by O. N. Trubachev, who also
updated it. To all Russian etymologists, Vasmer’s work still remains the main reference
tool. It is used in Russia in Trubachev’s edition, referred to as Vasmer/Troubatchev by
Oguibénine. In 1993, the publishing house “Russkii iazyk” brought out the posthumous
two-volume Istoriko-etimologicheskii slovar′ sovremennogo russkogo iazyka (“A Historical and
Etymological Dictionary of Modern Russian”) by P. I. Chernykh. Its scholarly apparatus is
not negligible but limited.
5 Although the first volume of the great Slavic etymological dictionary had to wait until
1974,  work  on  this  gigantic  enterprise,  naturally,  began  much  earlier,  and  one  can
reconstruct  some  preparatory  stages  from  the  serial  publication  titled  Etimologiia
(“Etymology”),  1963–.  Until  perestroika,  one issue after  another  appeared with great
regularity. The same holds for a multivolume Russian etymological dictionary, edited by
N. M. Shanskii, whose approach to the subject invited Trubachev’s somewhat excessive
anger. That dictionary did not survive the regime change and stopped at the letter K (vol.
11). It was, in a way, supplanted by a new etymological dictionary of Russian (A. E. Anikin,
ed.),  which  progresses  at  a  very  slow  pace.  The  serial  Etimologiia  still  appears,  but
irregularly and at long intervals. It deals almost entirely with Slavic.
6 The only book whose format is somewhat reminiscent of Oguibénine’s is Novoe v russkoi
etimologii (“Advances in Russian Etymology”), Moscow, 2003, 280 p. But that book focuses
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on regional (dialectal) words and old borrowings from Turkic and other languages. The
Indo-European background of the Russian vocabulary is reduced there more or less to a
postscript. Not many words overlap in the two books, and, when they do (as, for instance,
in the entry govor ~ govorit′ “speech ~ to speak,” they have almost no themes in common.
7 Oguibénine,  a  distinguished  student  of  Indo-Iranian  philology  and  religion,  first set
himself the aim to revise and expand Vasmer’s references to the languages of that group.
One can endorse this  idea whole-heartedly.  Despite Vasmer’s  profound knowledge of
Slavic and Greek and his lifelong interest in the ties between Slavic and Iranian, he could
not always have an independent opinion about every form in the Rigveda and the Avesta.
While reading Oguibénine’s book, we often note how beneficial his gentle touch was : here
a wrong form has been expunged or corrected, there a reference added and a disputable
view presented in its true context.
8 As Oguibénine’s work progressed, he found himself interested in the broadest context of
the entries he chose. The result is a complete update of about 1,500 entries (at my rough
estimate). Words pertaining to folklore and religion have been treated in especially great
detail. Such are bog “god,” gospod′ “god, Lord,” div “a bird of ill omen,” irei ~ irii “the
fabulous southern land to which birds migrate in winter,” rai “Paradise,” khram “temple,”
sviatoi, “saint,” trizna “funeral feast,” vurdalak “vampire,” mokosha “a female spirit that
haunts houses” ; manit′ “to beckon from afar ; seduce by deception” ; kuna “ransom for a
bride,” nav′ “dead person,” and the theonyms Dazh(d)′bog, Perun, Svarog, and Stribog.
The much-discussed Yaga (Baba Yaga) still needed two pages for discussion.
9 Oguibénine’s surveys are extremely detailed, but, though he usually avoids taking sides,
his opinion is often made clear. Following his example, I too will refrain from embroiling
myself in controversy even in those few cases in which I have something to say about the
words included and will only add a reference to Vittore Pisani’s Le Religioni dei Celti e di
Balto-Slavi  dell’Europa  precristiana.  Milano,  1950,  p.  56,  where  the  division  Sva-rog is
suggested (for more details, see my book In Prayer and Laughter… Moscow, 2016, p. 335),
and point out that,  as in Svarog,  -rog calls to mind English Ragman, ragamuffin,  and
Italian ragazzo “boy,” so -baka in sobaka bears a strong resemblance to Old Icelandic -baka
“dog,” and so bog looks like English bogy and other words suggesting fear rather than
benevolence.  For a some what untraditional  but at  the very least  suggestive attitude
toward word origins, I would recommend that etymologists occasionally consult Wilhelm
Oehl’s old works on elementare Wortschöpfung, most of which appeared at one time in the
periodical Anthropos (see my Bibliography of English Etymology. Minneapolis, London, 2009).
Against the background of exotic and intractable items, one is surprised to discover that
scholars  keep  returning  to  such  “trivial”  words  as  belyi  “white,”  davit’  “to  press,
squeeze,” molodoi “young,” slepoi “blind,” and their likes. To be sure, ebat′ “to copulate,”
iazyk  “tongue,”  paren′  “fellow,  guy,”  otrok  “an  adolescent  boy,”  kuter′ma  “great
confusion, turmoil,” and dozens of others may never reveal their past.
10 The present volume of “additions” contains the apparatus one expects in such a work : a
bibliography and word indexes by language, and it is here that I have a suggestion. The
bibliography  features  all  the  book  titles,  but,  if  the  reference  is  to  an  article  in  a
miscellany (a Festschrift, a volume of conference papers, and so forth), this title is not
replicated anywhere. Thus, KEWA, for instance, will be found on p. 19, because it is an
abbreviation of Kurzgefasstes etymologisches Wörterbuch des Altindisichen, while Holthausen,
ZfslPh xxii, 1953 is hidden only on p. 146. Although ZfslPh turns up in the general list (it is
Zeitschrift für slavische Philologie), the title of the contribution does not appear anywhere.
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This, I think, is a loss. A full bibliography would have thrown the richness of the sources
into stronger relief, and, if the volume had grown by another twenty or even thirty pages,
its price would not have increased.
11 Below, I will reproduce one of the shortest entries in the book, only to give an idea of the
author’s  style  and format.  It  should also  be  mentioned that  the  proofreading of  the
extremely complicated text leaves nothing to be desired.
12 когдá (1, 587) ‘quand ; à quel moment ?’. Selon Hamp, Baltistica, 19, 2, 1983, pp. 176-177,
les deux éléments -g(o) et -d- de proto-sl. *kъg-d’â, *tъg-d’â sont des enclitiques, non des
suffixes,  mais  pour  Lunt,  OCSGrammar  2001,  §§  2.543  et  4.812,-ƨдa est  un  suffixe
adverbial. L’élément ko est parfois comparé à av. kəm lu aussi comme kąm (Yasna 44.20),
et à la particule véd. kám, mais le mot avestique est d’interprétation controversée, v.
Kellens/Pirart, Les textes v.avest. III, p. 184 et Kellens, Noms-racines, p. 239.
13 All in all, Oguibénine’s Compléments is an exemplary book, and the author’s promise to
continue his researches along the same lines makes it even more valuable.
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